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Webinar started with the warm welcome of Session Chairperson Prof. (Dr.) Ajay Prakash, Er. Adil Ziya 

Khan, all the participants including Students, faculty members, entrepreneurs and research scholar of various 

institutes from all over India, connected through zoom app. Total 130 participants who were active throughout. It 

was a 2hour 25min live webinar, which started at 11:30 AM onwards.  

Dr. Alka Singh, Associate Professor, has initiated the webinar. SRMU, Barabanki. She has told about 

Entrepreneur advent and a brief journey of Entrepreneurship.  She also discussed about musings to understanding 

the current situation of the economy slowdown due to COVID19 and get SWOT Analysis to deal with this 

situation.  

Dr. Alka Singh, formally welcomed to prof. Dr. Ajay Prakash, Pro Vice & Director of IMCE. With his 

dynamic and out of the box thinking prof. Dr. Ajay Prakash has led us to several path breaking efforts due to 

which we are at this stage of growth in the University. In the unfortunate state of affairs due to Corona and 

Lockdown, prof. Dr. Ajay Prakash has been a guiding light to us in not letting the educational system falter and 

several innovative ideas proposed by him have benefitted the students, faculty as well as the University. 

 

 

 

 

Followed by the motivating words by Prof. (Dr.) Ajay Prakash, Pro-Vice Chancellor & Director Institute of 

Management, Commerce & Economics. SRMU, Barabanki on Entrepreneurship Challenges due to COVID19. 

He also officially welcomed our chief guest Er. Adil Ziya.. He is B tech Graduate, is a highly accomplished 

entrepreneur. He is the Director of Urbandoor Infratech Pvt Ltd, which is a fast growing company that in a short 

duration has become one of India’s leading real estate developers. Under the able leadership of Mr Khan, the 

company has created several landmark projects in Lucknow, Delhi and NCR region.  

The chief guest, Er. Adil Ziya Khan, Director, URBANDOOR Pvt. Ltd has given a practical scenario of the 

event happenings due to COVID19 by which the students and the other participants of the different streams and 



colleges got benefited by knowing the actual problems of Entrepreneur and the strategy to way forward to how to 

bounce back for the slowdown. The chief guest,  Er. Adil Ziya Khan, Director, URBANDOOR Pvt. Ltd has 

told that this is not merely slowdown, this is a global recessions, but if such scenario goes long than it will take a 

shape of not merely a depression but a great depression  

Mr. Manoj Kr. Bhatt, Research Scholar. SRMU, Barabanki., & a Startup Entrepreneur has moderated the 

webinar and took the question and answer the participants. It was a very Interactive Live Webinar in which 

participants has asked many relevant questions regarding the challenges of Entrepreneurship in near future.  

Mr. Rohan Benjamin, Research Scholar. SRMU, Barabanki., (Assistant Professor, ITC, Lucknow) has given 

his views on Entrepreneurship challenges in financial perspective & he also has ended the webinar with the vote 

of Thanks to the Chief Guest Er Adil Ziya Khan (ENTREPRENEUR), Prof. (Dr.) Ajay Prakash Pro-Vice 

Chancellor & Director Institute of Management , Commerce & Economics. SRMU, Barabanki , Dr. Alka Singh 

& to all the participants. He also added, such programs spread motivation to the existing entrepreneur and future 

entrepreneur also spreads the energy strength of hope to the society. Finally webinar got over by distributing e-

certificate to the participants through Mail. 

 

 

 

Press coverage of webinar by 8  leading National & Local Newspapers are as follows:  



 
Daily News Activists; Date: 12, May2020. 
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